Aspen6 is coming to the market!
We are pleased to introduce at Gradient our new highperformance EN C glider ASPEN6. By using the latest
knowledge within the field of paragliding construction as well
as the sophisticated and well proven Gradient technology
(DDsystem, VOsystem, Everlast,…) we have obtained a
brand new concept which has shown itself to be amazing
starting immediatly from the first moment in the air. With its
high performance parameters Aspen6 has a very
predictable behavior as well as the sportive and direct
handling so typical to Gradient gliders. Aspen6 has a brand
new front shape of the canopy and a slightly higher aspectratio (compared to Aspen5) with a special wing tip twisting
for the lowest possible induced drag. New line layout with
uncovered lines for minimal drag together with an
aerodynamically clean canopy of 66 cells ensure very high
performances in a wide range of speeds. Aspen6 is a pure
sport wing designed for pilots with the desire for limitless
cross-country flights. Aspen6 has been developed since the
begining as a semi light, sportive glider. The R&D team has
reached this target perfectly. The weight of Aspen6 in size
26 is 4,65 kg only. This is an amazing result regarding the
complexity of this advanced glider design and the materials
combination that has been used.

Aspen6 26 has succesfully passed EN/LTF C certification and is ready for serial
production. All the other sizes are currently in the certification process or Gradient final stage
of preparation. Aspen6 will be available in five sizes 22-30 and a total weight range of 68-130
Kg
On the final stage of the glider development we were pleased to let several pilots test fly
the Aspen6. They have proven Aspen6 potential and gave us very valuable feedbacks.
Here are the first results and impressions from their flights.(see below...)

December - South Africa: Gradient R&D team made the last
Aspen6 26 testing in strong desert thermals before entering the
certification process.

January - Kenya: a Czech pilot Mirek Volny with Aspen6
accomplished a beautiful 270km long flight with Aspen6.

March - Nepal: Slovak pilot Juraj Koren broke a local- Nepali
record with the new Aspen6 in free crossing.

Nevada2 Light
On our YouTube channel, we published a
new product video.

Nevada2
In the magazines Parapente+ and Thermik were published a review on Navada2 and Nevada2
Light. You can found it here...
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